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MEMBERS NEWS
FRIDAY Instructor Steve Wallace starts
Friday was signalled as a coast run by Steve
Foreman on Tuesday. It was going to be an early
start but as the day drew closer it became
obvious that a front going through in the
morning would prevent that from
happening but things were still looking good for
an afternoon of fun and games on the coast. As
it turned out the front cleared a bit earlier
than anticipated and the wind was certainly a bit
stronger than forecast. The
wind was also favouring 21 more than 26 and
seemed to be very turbulent shortly after take
off on 26. So after some entertaining take-offs
the last two launches (VF & MW) were done
from 21, which was quite novel. So a good day
was had on the coast by all, we had six gliders
out there and all six managed to record .igc files and load them onto the OLC. 2,082 points for the club for
the day. Well done to all.

Towie Andrew Sunde adds his bit. Waitangi Day was a
narly old day. There were hopes for a coast run, but
when I looked at the forecast rain & 40 kt winds I
thought surely not! As it turned out it actually wasn't
bad on the coast. It was getting to the coast that
wasn't going to be easy. So off I went launching into a
gusting 20 kt crosswind. The first couple of tows were
pretty hairy, with turbulent air I suspect coming over

the big hangars and spilling over the end of 26.
It was a struggle to keep the tow plane stable at
low level, with a large wing drop at 50 feet a big
hint that it was getting dangerous. By this stage
I'd started landing on 21 since the crosswind was
out of limits on 26, but we towed the last couple of gliders from 21 as well, which was much better. Straight

into wind, and less turb after lift off, which worked out alright. No other sensible soul was flying that day so
we had the airfield to ourselves anyway! 6 launches, all taking about 21 mins return from Muriwai. The ground
speed was quite low, maybe 30-40 knots at 2000 feet! A good first day back at towing after a couple of years
off!

Foreman's effort at the Nationals, more landouts than getting
round the traps got him the Pugsy right back .....and the award
was made on Friday. OK, OK, he was doing a coast run at the
time but details like that can be glossed over. Ownership did not
last long as a popular vote saw Ian O'Keefe's downwind landing on
21 stopping well short of the club deemed an outlanding. This was
a democratic vote between at least three members and false
modesty insisting one does not deserve it is ingratitude.
SATURDAY Instructor Lionel Page starts
A slow start with most pilots “flown out” from yesterday’s trip to Raglan and back. A few radio issues with
RDW but these were sorted by our new towie Fletch.
Much gasbagging was done without much flying. Ian and Roy took VF down to the parachute club for a full
scrub down (wash). On its return to the caravan, it was given its (annual I think) polish by Roy, Ian and myself.
(Now that we have shown everyone how its done, GMW and GMP would very much like a polish too. Hint, hint any takers let me know and I will supply the polish!)
A blast from the past - Grant Jefferies popped in for a visit - more gasbagging commenced. Eventually he
said that he wanted to go for a flight - so I skilfully delegated the DI of GMW to the duty pilot Jonathan.
Grant had not flown for 7 years but handled the entire flight as though he had never stopped flying. We
found some great thermals and some great sink. A thoroughly enjoyable flight. Next up was Laura for a
refresher on past lessons as she had not flown for a while. Challenging conditions provided plenty of
opportunity for learning.
Laurie a keen trial flight was next and although quiet - seem to enjoy himself with him doing most of the
flying where we climbed to 3,500ft, descended to 2,000ft and then climbed back up to over 3,500ft. After
the trial flight Matt went up with the intentions of signing off out of position and having a go at cross wind
take offs and landings. And if height allowed, a demonstration of stalls. Unfortunately conditions cycled and
the thermals were broken and very hard to work. He still managed to demonstrate a good stall and recovery.
Christina took GMP for an airing and Andy got the longest flight in GKK. The nice and clean GVF stayed on the
ground - no one wanting to dirty it I think. Another brilliant day - thanks to all.

Grant Jefferies writes: Just a quick note to say thanks again for the glider flight on Saturday. It was great
to see how well the club is doing and the good spirits it is in. I dragged out my logbook and see that my last
glider flight was 2:04 in IV on 29 Sep 2007, so it had been a while! Hopefully I will make it back to visit the
club again before another 7 ½ years passes!
SUNDAY Instructor Peter Thorpe hits the keyboard
The weather was a light south westerly wind with a high overcast suggesting the conditions would not be good
for soaring which is probably why I was first to arrive at the field. Rex and Tony soon appeared to make up
the duty trio and we duly set up on 26. Jack Foot was first up at 1224 – he thought he would like to do a solo
but since the conditions were nice and smooth the mean instructor persuaded him to spend all his money on a
2500ft tow so that we could do some spinning. Steve Wallace then bought a family of South African visitors
out and took one for a fly while the rest watched with interest and were impressed by a landing B757. Warm
Air was wandering around clutching the instrument panel from the Libelle and muttering about a faulty circuit

breaker but he must have managed to reinstall it correctly because Ivor then took IV up for three flights to
refine his landing technique. I took Laura for some upper air training in turning, straight and level and Matt
followed for some stalling and circuit work. Both are making good progress and no doubt there will be some
friendly rivalry to see if Laura can catch up to Matt. Andy rigged KK for a quick flight and managed 37
minutes which was pretty good for the conditions although not as good as Master Aviator Steve Wallace who
made 44 minutes. Christina took a friend up in MW for her final flight with our club before she returns home
and we then packed up early so that we could all get ready for her farewell dinner at Baba’s Café. Nine
flights for the day.
COME FLY WITH ME' - HOBSONVILLE POINT SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 14/15 FEB Jonathan Pote

provides an update
Hi Everyone. Many thanks to those who volunteered to man our exhibit - they should all have received a
detailed note from me. Anyone else is very welcome to pop down to the Hobsonville Wharf between 9 AM and
3 PM, to help out those who have generously given up half a day or more to help the Club recruit. The event
is free of course, centered on the Farmer's Market, and there should be quite a lot going on amid the
decaying history of what was once the center of RNZAF flying boat activity and also (using the adjoining
airfield!) the birthplace of our Club. I'm afraid I'm away (typical!) but Ray, Ian, Neville or Lionel are amongst
the volunteers.
OUR NATIONAL CLUB CLASS CHAMPION Steve Wallace tells of his foray to the Club Class Nationals at

Drury in Jan 15
One of the things that makes for a
really great contest is the weather
and the just been Club Class Nationals
held at Drury certainly had that.
Except for the last day, all days were
flyable (even the rest day we took)
with the weather generally ranging
from fair to very good. The weather in
some ways was unusual because apart
from the first day in which a gentle
westerly allowed us to run from Drury
down the ridge to the Rotorua Road
and back to Drury, the wind was
generally Easterly. An easterly is not
normally associated with great flying
conditions as its origins are more
often than not tropical, which means
warm humid air with associated low cloud bases and
murk. The large high however that anchored itself
over the middle of the South Island did a great job
of pushing the wetter air to its fringes and for
nearly 10 days delivered a relatively dry air mass of
around 8 grams of water vapour per cubic metre of
air (as per Dr. Dave our
weather man whom I received daily briefings from
before setting tasks).
This meant generally high cloud bases and with the
high cloud bases came the stronger thermals. The
easterly also stopped the West Coast sea breeze
from penetrating too far inland which meant we
were able to make great use of the western route

when heading south out of Drury. One of the best days was Day 5. A 3.5hr AAT was set with a 35km radius
circle around Pio Pio, a small town south of Te Kuiti, 152km from Drury. We all went through the start gate
and headed off towards the hills behind Raglan where the dags of a west coast sea breeze convergence were
forming up over the Raglan wind farm. Meeting up with this convergence at around 4,000 ft I was then able to
soar it without loss of height or turning for the next 85km where
I met the back of the AAT circle just inland from Awakino where I turned and headed for home, some 180km
from Drury. The amazing thing was the sea breeze convergence continued on in a large curve into the distance
as it followed the coast line to New Plymouth. Drury to Taranaki and return looked quite possible on this day.
Another great thing the weather allowed was variety when it came to tasks. We did large tasks down the
eastern side of Hamilton, we did large tasks down the western side of Hamilton. We did tasks that went east
first then came back and went west, we did tasks that went west first then came back and went east. We
even did a task that went right around the Hamilton airspace. We did racing tasks around set turn points and
we did AAT's (Assigned Area Tasks). For those that don't know an AAT is a task where areas, normally
described by large circles, are set and pilots get to choose how far and where in the circles they fly so as to
maximise their speeds. The task will have a minimum distance (how far you will fly if you just touch the
nearest edge of each circle) and a maximum distance (how far you would fly if you flew to the very back of
each circle). The task also has a minimum time, set by
the task setter to ensure pilots fly at least some way
into the circles. Your speed for the day is calculated
by the distance you flew divided by the time taken.
Should you come in under time, the minimum set time
is then used to calculate your speed, thus effectively
penalising you for coming home too early. For example,
on Day 7 the task was set, Kaihere (circle with a 15km
radius), Rotongaro as a control point to direct pilots
around the Hamilton airspace, then Pirongia (circle
with a 30km radius). Minimum distance 143km,
maximum distance 322km. Time 2hrs 30mins. This
meant if just
touched the circles and came home in 2.5hrs your
speed would be 57kph. If you went to the back of the circles your speed would be 128kph. Average speeds for
the contest were in the 70 - 90kph range. Meaning if you flew well with a good speed you would have to at
least fly to the centre of each circle or towards the back of one of them.
On this particular day the weather forecast had a sheet of thick mid level cloud arriving over the task area
from the east and killing the day early. Going
through the start gate the weather was going as
forecast. There was no sun on the ground in the
east but sun still in the west. So like everybody
else I got going early as the first circle was in
the east. Now there is a golden rule when flying
AAT's and that is "Go deep into the first circle
if the weather allows". This is because going
deep into the first circle gives you options with
respect to how far you go in the 2nd circle. As I
arrived at the edge of the first circle there was
still a good looking line of clouds carrying on into
the swamp, deep into the first circle. The day
was deteriorating though as forecast and
looking west I could see a sea breeze
convergence starting to form up where the sun was still out on the west coast and I thought, if I could get
over there quick, I could catch the convergence, run it down deep into the second circle and be home before
the weather cut off the way home altogether. So, I broke the golden rule and turned early. As it turned out,
as I arrived West, the convergence collapsed and light rain and no thermals in the second circle allowed me to

do no more than just touch it. I had broken the golden rule and now had nowhere to go in terms of covering
distance while using up time. I still has 1.5hrs hours to go and was on the last leg only 70km from home. To
make matters worse, completely out of kilter with the forecast, the sun had come out to the north meaning all
those that went deep into the first circle now only had to touch the second circle and they then had an easy
run home instead of the expected difficult run. I came home hopelessly early in what was actually quite a
reasonable speed but when the speed was calculated using the distance covered in 2.5hrs my speed dropped to
65kph and I was 11th for the day. Adding insult to injury, the bad placing also meant I surrendered my
competition lead to Mike Strathern who was flying really well and had been breathing down my neck all week.
Thus I learned a harsh lesson in the dangers of breaking golden rules when comp flying!
Fortunately, I was able to pick up my game with two good days to end the comp and get my lead back. So
overall we had 9 days of flying. I clocked up almost 40 hours and covered over 2,700km cross country. On six
of the days tasks were well over 300km. Comps in the North Island of New Zealand really don¹t get much
better than that and of course what really makes a comp is the people. We had a great bunch and were
superbly looked after by the team at Drury.
LOOK WHAT HAS JUST APPEARED
The old Montery Park site is in the process of being turned into a retirement village. Among the buildings
slated for demolition was a hangar and would a club on base like it...free to take away. Naturally we said yes
please. Craig Walker Building removals offered to move it at no cost. Once the location has been decided by
the Air Force following consultation and appropriate consents, its first use will be to host a Vampire
restoration.

CHRISTINA'S FAREWELL
For the past six months we have had the
pleasure of the company of a charming and
capable German glider pilot, Christina Kiel.
She really came out to do an internship as part
of her landscape studies but quickly found
there was a gliding club next door and
wandered over. She managed to get in a West
Coast run, and step into various gliders with
absolutely no difficulty producing lengthy
flights in iffy conditions. Her time in country
has come to an end and we farewelled her at
the local Indian restaurant. She passed us a
standing invite to visit her club and to see the
alps. Bon Voyage Christina and thank you for
your company. Come back and visit us again.

DUTY ROSTER FOR Feb,Mar,Apr Final
Month

Date

Duty Pilot

Instructor

Tow Pilot

Notes

14

G PATTEN

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

15

R WHITBY

R BURNS

R CARSWELL

21

J FOOT

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

22

N GRAVES

S WALLACE

P THORPE

28

K BHASHYAM

P THORPE

D BELCHER

1

K BRIDGES

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

7

S FOREMAN

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

8

D FOXCROFT

S WALLACE

A SUNDE

14

G HEALEY

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

15

B HOCKING

R CARSWELL

P THORPE

21

I O'KEEFE

L PAGE

D BELCHER

Jumpstart

22

T O'ROURKE

P THORPE

C ROOK

Jumpstart Alt Day

28

G LAKE

R BURNS

F MCKENZIE

29

R STRUYCK

S WALLACE

A SUNDE

3

K PILLAI

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

Apr

4

J POTE

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

Easter

5

T PRENTICE

L PAGE

P THORPE

6

R STRUYCK

P THORPE

C ROOK

11

R WHITBY

R BURNS

J WAGNER

12

J FOOT

S WALLACE

F MCKENZIE

18

N GRAVES

I WOODFIELD

A SUNDE

19

K BHASHYAM

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

25

K BRIDGES

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

26

S FOREMAN

R BURNS

P THORPE

27

D FOXCROFT

P THORPE

C ROOK

Feb

Mar

ANZAC
W/E

